
First Prize
Ap Lei Chau Park

Team Leader

Ma Vickie Ka Ki
Team Members

So Ho Lung Bosco
Cho Hing Nathan

Jury’s Citation
The entry has a strong theme making use of the association with 
water and adorable dolphins, both of which are suitable for the 
place of Ap Lei Chau Park. The colours employed enhance the 
atmosphere of the park and echo its waterfront location, and the 
dolphin features project a lively image and allow different modes of 
interaction with players. The design proposal also conveys a sense 
of the fun of playing in and near water. While the play elements 
have a suitable variety for different ages and preferences and can 
engage the different senses, they are still highly constructible. 

The inclusive play environment could be further enhanced with the 
relevant expertise involved in the detail design stage, so that the 
playground could be enjoyed by children of different ages and level 
of abilities.
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Second Prize
Ap Lei Chau Park

Team Leader

Cheng Shun Nei 
Team Members

Chung Chi Ho Howard
Leung Ho Wai Ian
Chung Shu Wing Paul

Jury’s Citation
The jury panel appreciates the use of water elements, which are 
pleasing and relate to historical aspects of the district of Ap Lei 
Chau. The preservation of existing trees and provision of shading is 
appropriate, though some of the existing trees may conflict with the 
proposed water elements. 

The canopy structure, though constructible, will induce a high 
construction cost. There is also a concern on inclusiveness, which 
cannot be addressed without substantial alteration of the design 
proposal.
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Third Prize
Team Leader

Matthew Robert Pryor
Team Member

Li Ho Lok Klaus

Ap Lei Chau Park

Jury’s Citation
The entry has outstanding integration of hard and soft landscapes. 
The layout of play equipment is attractive and diversified play 
facilities are provided. The use of colours is pleasant and there is 
ample shading provided by trees. 

The design proposal is, however, not as iconic as some other 
entries. Inclusiveness also needs to be enhanced for different 
nature of disability.
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Team Leader

Cheung Mei Yan
Team Member

Chau Li Yin Sabrina

Jury’s Citation
The jury appreciates the thoughts that have gone into each 
element of play and the blending in of different zones with 
landscaping. The design language is special and copious shading 
is provided by the elevated platform structure. 

The cost and buildability of the design proposal, and suitability of 
the theme to the site are however questionable. 

Ap Lei Chau Park

Commendation
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Ap Lei Chau Park

Team Leader

Lui Sheung Ching
Team Members

Fu Ka Wing
Cheng Chun

Jury’s Citation
The sloping lawn with tunnels underneath is special and similar 
landscape has not been built in Hong Kong before. The cave-like 
tunnels, however, may induce management issues. There are also 
concerns on the constructability and cost of the extensive 
structure and the reduced visual connections to surrounding 
areas.

The originality of the design proposal is nonetheless appreciated.

Commendation
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First Prize
Po Wing Road Playground

Team Leader

Li Tak Fat
Team Members

Li Suet Man
Chan Sze On

Jury’s Citation
The iconic Rainbow Shower provides a strong character and serves 
as a photo-taking spot of the neighborhood, and its creation of an 
identity for the Po Wing Road Playground is appreciated. The 
design proposal uses playful and diversified play elements for 
different level of plays, including inclusive play and multi-level play 
for all ages and abilities with appropriate zoning. Meanwhile, the 
integration and interaction of each zoning form a unified public play 
space. 

Responding to the community needs, the design proposal provides, 
in various forms, adequate covered spaces for both children and 
caretakers. The provision of an inclusive basketball quarter with 
nets of various heights for all ages is also a bonus to promote 
sports.
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Second Prize
Po Wing Road Playground

Team Leader

Ma Vickie Ka Ki
Team Members

So Ho Lung Bosco
Cho Hing Nathan

Jury’s Citation
The jury panel appreciates the use of lion dance elements, which 
are exciting and relate to Hong Kong culture, especially that in the 
northern districts where lion dance performances are often 
performed for important occasions. The design proposal echoes 
with such characteristics and skillfully adapts the performance 
setting and movement patterns of the dance into the play 
equipment and the play space. It also integrates different zones for 
inclusive play of various abilities.

Though the image of the lion head is strong, spatial planning and 
multi-level play design can be further improved.
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Third Prize
Po Wing Road Playground

Yip Chau Kit

Jury’s Citation
The jury panel appreciates the elevated walkways for enjoyment of 
views and social interaction while sufficient covered areas are 
provided for visitors. Play area is not rigidly designated and allows a 
fluid transition between the passive and active uses.

However, to realize the design proposal, its appearance will be 
substantially compromised to cater for structural and safety 
concerns. Inclusiveness also needs to be enhanced for the Flying 
Ribbons.
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Team Leader

Sin Koren Chi Kei
Team Members

Gregory Serweta
Maia Peck
Kirin Leung

Po Wing Road Playground

Jury’s Citation
The entry has a consistent design theme with comfortable 
colours. The active and passive play zoning is clear, and the 
constructability, ease of maintenance and management of the 
proposed play equipment is appreciated. The lack of a clear and 
strong image, however, makes the design proposal not as 
attractive as some other entries.

Commendation
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Team Leader

Wai-Tung Phyllis Cheung 
Team Members

Ho Sze Ki
Wongsa Boonwipa
Chan Chui Sze Tracy
Tanitha Thamahapoth
Liu Xiaoran

Po Wing Road Playground

Jury’s Citation
The theme of “four trees” is clear, attractive, and harmonizes 
nicely with the surrounding environment. The jury appreciates the 
cheerful atmosphere generated by the rich variety in spatial 
quality and the changing topography. However, the elevated 
structures with holes on top and the steep terrain arouse 
concerns in safety, constructability, and cost.

Commendation
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